
In "Dialogue": Survey Responses

Editors' Note: An extremely large percentage of readers responding to the
1984 survey took the time to "enter the dialogue" by writing responses, observa-
tions, critiques, recommendations, or appreciations beyond the survey itself.
This small selection from that lively collection, edited and with identifying in-
formation removed, shows that the DIALOGUE spirit in its eighteenth volume
was vigorous and diverse.

The tradition shows no signs of slackening. In this twentieth anniversary,
we invite DIALOGUE'S readers to pick up their pencils (or turn on their word
processors) and continue the sharing: What's a favorite memory or story about
DIALOGUE? HOW does it help or hinder you in reaching your personal goals?
What would you add, subtract, or multiply in the editorial mix? Whether you've
been with DIALOGUE for twenty years or two issues, share what you think.

I BELIEVE THAT DIALOGUE CAN CONTINUE to fulfill an important part of the
Mormon intellectual life for all — if it remains a dialogue, not a one-sided
debate!

DIALOGUE made me feel I had a place in the Church during a difficult time
in my life. It is easy to feel that the Church is the attitude and policies of the
ward you belong to — especially when one is in the mission field. DIALOGUE
brings a broader prospective. However, please include more contemporary
issues along with your scholarly ones. I'm not sure present-day DIALOGUE
would answer my problems if I were seeking now. Remember, all readers are
not charter members. Issues and topics can be redone. (You have done that
somewhat with women and Poll revisited, I know.)

While I believe that DIALOGUE has had only a moderate direct effect upon
the Church, it may have had a major indirect effect by pushing the Ensign
towards real life as members must cope with it. I have been a branch presi-
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dent for years. There are other faithful DIALOGUE readers in our stake on the
high council, etc. We need you. While other articles are stimulating and in-
formative, I especially appreciate thoughtful articles by youthful members.

Here in my home town, our congregation is made up mostly of converts. I
love them dearly, but their testimonies are fragile, and I always feel on guard
when it comes to speaking out or expressing myself where the gospel is con-
cerned. So for me, the journal is a breath of fresh air allowing me to com-
municate with other kindred souls "out there."

I am very thankful for DIALOGUE. There was a time when I felt there could
be little free or analytical thought in the LDS Church. DIALOGUE gives me
new hope. My family and I pray for its continued success.

I use DIALOGUE a great deal in preparing talks, Sunday school lessons, etc.
I really need another ten-year index! — only from now on it should be every
five years.

DIALOGUE singlehandedly brought about a maturation of my understand-
ing that was much more satisfying than BYU religion classes. It crystallized
my feelings about the Church and played a large part in deciding what I really
feel about the role of the Church in my life. My family (descendants of
Edward Partridge, Amasa Lyman, etc.) still think it is an apostate publication.
They tolerate my mention of it, and I wonder how many others miss the bene-
fit of DIALOGUE because of uninformed bias.

I feel that DIALOGUE would do well to raise its image among the greater
Church membership, among whom there is a broad mistrust if not complete
ignorance of the journal. Subscribers for whom DIALOGUE is an important
religious /intellectual experience (like me) need to actively "proselytize" among
those potentially "golden contacts" awaiting a broadening intellectual/spiritual
experience. (I can already count at least two subscription conversions and
have an active investigator pool!) DIALOGUE might want to give encourage-
ment to such efforts. (In my experience, liberals/intellectuals tend to be stand-
offish and lack the zeal of many an iron-rodder.) Additionally, DIALOGUE
might consider publishing more pieces from the conservative/iron rodder schol-
ars in the Church, although they may be reluctant to contribute, of course.
Such a feat might assist in overcoming reservations among some Church mem-
bers about DIALOGUE'S being only a vehicle for the disaffected and "radical"
LDS fringe. Above all, DIALOGUE must never cease to dialogue — to critically
explore and evaluate as well as to celebrate.

The articles are very interesting and stimulating; however, the level of
understanding and comprehension is keyed to a higher intellectual level. For
me to give gift subscriptions, there would have to be a broader range of articles.
I also think more emphasis should be placed on women in our society in non-
traditional roles.
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In general I have found DIALOGUE informative and intellectually stimulat-
ing. I believe it has reinforced my convictions concerning the divine origin
and position of the LDS Church. People who are not generally well informed
or who have a quarrel with the Church can find material in DIALOGUE which
might reinforce their negative views. One usually finds what one is seeking.

I know many people in our ward who think deeply about issues which are
seldom addressed in Church-sponsored publications. Even those who come up
with a standard answer often do some critical thinking first. I'm even includ-
ing men in the bishopric and stake presidency and their wives (particularly
their wives). What is disheartening is that all this questioning is hidden, private.
Questioning is almost never done officially (at meetings, in publications). What
are we all so afraid of?

I thoroughly enjoy DIALOGUE. It is thought provoking. In reading DIA-
LOGUE, I feel free to be: to think, to question, to experience growth, to be free.
Before DIALOGUE, I felt guilty questioning. I felt closed in, not understood.
The authors of DIALOGUE have made me feel that I am not alone, that I
belong. I love the Church and yet feel torn between loyalty to the Church and
the quest for honesty.

Don't wish to be cynical, but any thinking Mormon is one of the following:
frustrated as hell, repressed, or out of the church. Mormonism is not a uni-
versal religion. It is basically for those who reject freedom of thought and
action.

I thoroughly enjoy DIALOGUE but also have to admit that it is really an
"elitist publication." Sometimes I wonder if DIALOGUE can continue publishing
because sometimes it appears to be "reaching" for material. I like it for the
intellectual stimuli — for the information that I wouldn't get in the Ensign —
however, for personal spiritual experiences I prefer the Ensign — not that
DIALOGUE doesn't contain their accounts once in a while, but usually they are
not directed toward spirituality as much as erudition. I enjoy the mental
stimulation it gives and the wide areas of research — I didn't enjoy the nega-
tiveness of the early issues. I think it should be more than a forum for sound-
ing off.

DIALOGUE has the potential of providing a professional voice for the LDS
community of scholars. There are many of us who would like to have a
"professional-level" Ensign. I read and enjoy the Ensign but feel that many
of the articles are shallow. DIALOGUE could step into that space. The "critical
voice" many of us felt in the sixties and seventies has mellowed into a believing
mode that provides for our children the heritage we received — a quiet faith.

Now, DIALOGUE as a professional journal might address in a disciplined
manner issues and thoughts about our lifestyle and beliefs — in short, honest
dialogue, mature dialogue on a fulfilling faith. Any call to assume reason and
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understanding in the search for faith and peace is welcome. DIALOGUE helps
do this for me.

In the Church we need, but seldom have, open discussions of our history,
theology, problems, and changes. Information and insight strengthens faith;
ignorance and shallow thinking make fatih vulnerable to disillusion and ex-
posure. DIALOGUE should carry articles which are honest and scholarly but
should reject carping criticism or negative viewpoints written solely to express
displeasure.

I have been a member of the LDS Church in Europe for eighteen years.
Until now I have had only the official publications of the Church for nurturing
my faith. But I feel a need to know something different about the Church than
the official talks of the leaders. Presently I have another source. It is the pub-
lication sent free by the Lighthouse ministry. It does not satisfy me. I hope, in
reading DIALOGUE, to find the mentality of the American-born Mormons
besides the official speech.

As a member in Europe where many members tend to stop thinking the
day they are baptized, I find DIALOGUE very stimulating. It provides me with
much-needed information about controversial issues from which members
are kept completely ignorant. Please keep your independent spirit! The
issues you raise force me to think. Sometimes this is painful and I am begin-
ning to have serious doubts about the truth of certain Church doctrines. How-
ever, adhering to doctrines that are not true would be fooling myself. That
seems worse to me than losing my testimony.

As a member of the Church living far away from the United States and
having little access to Church literature other than that published by Deseret
Book and Bookcraft, I have appreciated very much articles about Church his-
tory and doctrine that dealt with subjects that are not approached by the
Ensign or Church authorities. DIALOGUE has given me a wealth of information
and a less naive view. This information has been very helpful in meeting a
number of anti-Mormon attacks launched here in recent years. I am grateful
for that.

My main frustration with DIALOGUE is its lack of influence on most active
Mormons. I think this is because of an image problem: "too esoteric," "dam-
ages testimonies." I think it might appeal to a wider audience if it paid more
attention to conservative interpretations of scripture and history. If the schol-
arship for these interpretations is shaky, I would still like it to be published and
elucidated by DIALOGUE.

The articles of most interest to me are the ones about the development of
doctrine and policy of the church. They are worth the length and footnotes
now common. More purely historical articles are too long.
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I would like to see more articles "watchdogging" present Church lesson
manuals and policy. I would not like to see changes in DIALOGUE scholarship
or editorial policy — only those of content.

I feel it would be unfortunate if the scholarly articles were any less heavily
footnoted.

Though I think the idea of DIALOGUE is good, and I am sure the great
majority of those connected with it are faithful as well as thoughtful Latter-day
Saints, unfortunately its image over the years has too often been that of a criti-
cal rather than a constructive voice. There are many in the Church who
appreciate the scholarly analysis which DIALOGUE provides but for whom a far
more important goal is the building of the kingdom and conversion of the
world. DIALOGUE would hold a greater attraction for this group if it were more
visibly on the Church's side and less apparently neutral on important questions.
Again, I suggest this is more a problem of image and reputation than of fact.

We are charter subscribers and would like to see a return to the editorial
policies of the early years. It is too watered down and uncritical and is on the
way to becoming indistinguishable from official publications. But there are too
many long and dry pseudo-theological, metaphysical, and hyper-scholarly
articles lately. This is not a suitable publication for rewritten Ph.D. theses on
theology and philosophy. We don't like non-LDS authored articles. More
articles on individuals' personal philosophies are needed and coping mecha-
nisms for living within the strictures of the LDS system without leaving the
Church.

I eagerly await DIALOGUE'S arrival. It is always a bright day when the
mailman brings it. It helps me so very much. Keep up the good work.

I think there are a large number of people in the Church that could bene-
fit from DIALOGUE'S independent-spirited outlook and whose faith and com-
mitment would be enhanced thereby. However, I find many articles presented
almost in the form of academic papers or learned theses, well above the heads
of average Church members without a specialist's background in the particular
subject. In my country, most members of the Church fall in the artisan social
class and few have been to the university. However, there are many who I am
sure would value a wider outlook than that available in the official church maga-
zines. I personally have appreciated DIALOGUE very much over the years.

The journal changed my belief so drastically that I am facing an urgent
need to reorganize my way of thinking. Now I am seeking a new philosophy
of life. I cannot go back to a naive belief. However, I do appreciate what the
journal has provided to me. It's now an indispensable part of my life.
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DIALOGUE has been a great outlet for me over the past eighteen years to see
how others feel and believe who share my concerns. It fills a definite need
although many other publications are in the same business these days.

DIALOGUE has always been a very important part of my intellectual and
religious life, and I am interested in protecting it and savoring it. I would like
it to be essentially the same as it has been since 1966. I still remember with
fondness the stimulation those early issues gave me. They changed my life in
many ways. Unfortunately, the majority of Church members care little for
intellectual stimulation and distrust anything that does not bear the official
stamp of approval from the hierarchy. Therefore, I see no chance that DIA-
LOGUE will ever be a household word in the Church. But it is certainly fulfilling
a vital role for the intellectual, thinking person and undoubtedly helps influ-
ence all members in subtle ways. Writing about the blacks, for instance, un-
doubtedly had some influence on the eventual change of that policy. But most
changes will come only slowly. Keep it up.

DIALOGUE remains a bright spot each time it arrives. I usually finish it off
in a day or two. I can't decide whether I like it just because it stimulates some
genuine thought about issues never considered in our ward (unless I raise
them) or because it reinforces my ever-growing sense of futility at the Church's
paralysis. I have nearly finished a complete rereading of the entire set of
DIALOGUE issues (while pedaling my exercycle). It was like visiting old friends.
I think DIALOGUE has been remarkably good and remarkably consistent in
attempting to merely raise issues for discussion. Too bad the Church isn't
interested in examining itself.

DIALOGUE is not as interesting as it used to be. The abundance of "schol-
arly," i.e., dull articles, must, I think, appeal to a far smaller number of readers
than it is going to take to maintain adequate funding for continued publica-
tion. Let's have more general interest articles, please.

DIALOGUE has been my hold on sanity for years. I love it and appreciate
you all. What more can I say?

It has been difficult for my wife and me to continue our subscription in
recent years. We have discussed this extensively, and are uncertain as to the
reasons. They include a changing of interest on our part with changing age,
a uniform perception that there is little sparkle to the articles (dull, tedious,
and often obscure, i.e., lengthy and detailed without adequate hooks for those
who do not already know the area discussed), a tendency to avoid honest dis-
cussion of current issues (everything happened long ago) and a failure (associ-
ated ) to consider opinion.

The brief success of Sunstone Review demonstrated our hunger for un-
managed news, though its muckraking tendencies left something to be desired.
Given my own background, I am also put off by the continuing aspect of a
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journal written for the liberally educated which ignores science for the most
part and addresses the area inadequately when encounters are unavoidable.
Most scientists are not so ignorant of the arts.

None of this is intended to detract from a substantial and material effort
over a number of years. Yet these feelings are honest, and you asked ! Finally,
it may be appropriate to indicate that I am not a stranger to the problems of
scholarly writing. Past experience, including five books, over fifty papers, and
our currently maturing plans to start a new journal with a major publisher, do
leave me with some appreciation of the difficulties involved in responding to
the frustrations elicited above.

Four years ago I spent the summer in the home of friends who were charter
subscribers of DIALOGUE. AS DIALOGUE was founded when I was in high school
and still living in my orthodox LDS home, it was a first chance to see the
original issues. I was struck with the vitality of those early issues, and the com-
parative sterility of what has been published over the last five to ten years:
these were issues that seriously attempted a dialogue with the outside world.
Where are the roundtables on Vietnam, the contributions from Robert McAfee
Brown, the grappling with secular problems today? This is a serious concern
for me; I feel an increasing schizophrenia in the chasm between the world-
view of Mormonism and the truths I sense in other fields, the problems I recog-
nize for which Mormonism shows (it sometimes appears) little comprehen-
sion, much less solutions. How do I begin to establish a relationship between
my religious faith and contemporary psychology, feminism, the disasters in
Central America, political and cultural oppression? I wish DIALOGUE could
help me do this. Instead, it has become almost exclusively inward-focused,
dealing with particularly Mormon topics almost as though the outside world
doesn't exist.

Generally I like what you've published in DIALOGUE. Reconsider your
charter, to "examine the relevance of religion to secular life," to bring our
faith "into dialogue with the larger stream of Judeo-Christian thought (I like
this addition) and with human experience as a whole." I am hungry for just
such fare.

Open-ended debate about basic issues, controversy, wide-ranging discus-
sion, and the forceful and reasoned expression of a diversity of opinions are
more DIALOGUE'S domain than a careful if stodgy approximation of things as
they are. I say this out of concern that DIALOGUE not become a kind of
historical-scholarly journal solely, but maintain its priceless and unrivaled
heritage as a place where a Latter-day Saint or others so inclined can think
hard and long, safe in the assurance that a community is listening.

DIALOGUE has served a fine purpose over the years! It has provided a fairly
independent forum not available elsewhere for members of the Church to dis-
cuss pressing issues. Some of its scholarly function is now duplicated by other
publications. It seems to me that the future of DIALOGUE lies in its ability to
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illuminate pressing contemporary issues. Those of us who live in jerkwater
towns cherish the contact DIALOGUE provides with bright people in the Church.
It is difficult for a thoughtful person to deal with all the strains of life in the
secular world without some contact with savants who are dealing with similar
issues.

Over the many years I have read DIALOGUE, I have enjoyed it immensely.
It does strengthen my testimony, for I love the Church and the gospel.

I want to express my gratitude to all the author/scholars, editors, volun-
teers, etc., who have created DIALOGUE and kept it alive through these turbulent
years. It has had significant impact on my life, and has brought many of us
"closet liberals" into the sunlight of shared ideas and supportive fellowship. It
paved the way for Exponent II, its influential "little sister," and all the other
offspring which have followed. I want DIALOGUE, like me, to continue to be
proudly Mormon and, at the same time, unapologetically intellectual. Faith
and reason can co-exist.

I was present at the inception of DIALOGUE but I have been very dis-
appointed in how it has developed. When my father read some of the issues,
his comment was that he couldn't find a single reference to God. He discon-
tinued the magazine because, in fact, it had become too much of a platform for
the fringe members of the Church, the skeptical and cynical, and the shallow
academics who haven't outgrown the "sophomore complex" of discovering
there are questions as well as great truths in the Church. I've heard non-
Mormons say that their greatest support comes from the pages of DIALOGUE.
I think many articles are so poorly written that I'm surprised that the editors
would approve them. I read a paragraph in one article to several friends.
None of us could understand its diffuse, confusing jargon.

DIALOGUE is a major contributor to my spiritual progress and a faithful
guide along the path. Please keep up the good work, the effort is worth it.
During the past year, excellence could have been your editorial theme, judging
by the results.

For me DIALOGUE is analogous to Scientific American, that is, articles
written by experts for a wider audience than other experts in the same field.
I don't have time to read as much as I would like of LDS thought, biblical
scholarship, archaeology, theology, etc. I don't read any foreign languages and
I can't follow writings by experts in journals aimed solely at scholars. So I
would like DIALOGUE to bring in more material that is not specifically Mormon,
e.g., archaeology, theological tutorials, Jewish and Christian history. If it were
possible (and I doubt it is) I would like to see a really scholarly criticism of
the Book of Mormon by a non-believer; that would give our own scholars a
program to work on. I think DIALOGUE is great as it now is, but would like it
even better if there were some dialogue with non-Mormon thinkers. We have
too great a tendency to talk seriously only among ourselves; for everybody else
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we have only a missionary approach and a public relations approach. We need
to be able to exchange ideas with other peoples in an atmosphere in which
neither side is trying to convert the other.

DIALOGUE is not only interesting but also has quality in design and graphics.
As long as you can afford such quality, it's great! The mixture of articles is
great, but more about the interaction of science and religion would be welcome.

I really enjoy DIALOGUE and I do think that for the most part the quality
is quite good. I enjoy the diversity of topics treated and the diversity of
opinions. The subject matter doesn't offend me in the least — although I will
have to admit that some of the fiction does not seem worthy of publication.

DIALOGUE is, and has been since my discovery of it ten years ago, my
favorite LDS publication. One of my fond hopes is that someday I'll be able
to collect a complete set of all the volumes for my library at home. I especially
like the fiction, personal essays, and poetry that you publish and wish you could
do even more.

Unfortunately (I write this only because of my great faith in your promise
of confidentiality) I represent your least intellectual segment of subscribers.
(I resisted using "intelligent subscribers." ) I need piles of reference books,
including a dictionary to get through "Letters to the Editor." Therefore, I
doubt there is anything I can do for you. However, I do wish to express my
sincere thanks for your vitalizing publication. Come to think of it, those of us
in the "Eliza Doolittle" class may prove to be grounds for your greatest accom-
plishments. I thank you for your influence, intelligence, and accessibility.

I'm stumbling through life the best I can. I find DIALOGUE helpful when
it gathers the experiences of others who are in a similar situation; thus I like
the letters section very much.

On the whole, I've always enjoyed DIALOGUE and have gotten a lot of per-
sonal support from it. I'm in constant intellectual and value conflicts with the
Church's theology and practices and the emotional pull it still has on me after
many inactive years. DIALOGUE helps!

I am a "Liahona" married to an "Iron Rodder" — the most classic con-
servative kind of "Iron Rod." And all these years DIALOGUE has come to our
house (paid for by me) and "Iron Rod" has refused to open even one because
"if God wanted us to read that kind of material, the General Authorities would
publish it" and "I'd be afraid to put that stuff into my mind." So how have
we stayed married? We have a truce of mutual respect which allows each com-
plete control of his/her own mind. Please believe me when I say DIALOGUE
is my mind's channel of light. Please, please continue to publish. Without you,
part of me will literally die.
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As an adult convert I accepted the gospel believing the Church organiza-
tion and leaders to be virtually perfect. Eventual exposure to anti-Mormon
literature and suppressed Church history left me feeling confused and wonder-
ing if I had perhaps been misled. DIALOGUE has been an immense help to me
by showing me that dissent not only is acceptable but is healthy and exercised
by active members, too. I appreciate your balance in such articles as Gene
England's "Enduring." I also appreciate the attention being given to women's
issues, long overdue and excellently done by DIALOGUE.

There are a few issues, but mostly occasional articles and book reviews that
make me want to burn them in the hottest fire I can build because of their
extremely negative, critical, and unscholarly content. It is these occasional
works that are keeping many subscribers away. However, DIALOGUE redeems
itself with some of the very finest, inspiring, and truly scholarly writing found
in the Church. Please publish more articles on personal religious experience.

You might be interested in why I subscribed to DIALOGUE. I had seen a
reprint of an article that dealt with the LDS Church as a positive, moral
experience even when one can't accept all theological positions. As my hus-
band is now going through a religious crisis, I thought he would read and
enjoy the tone of it as he now shuns the Ensign.

I really would like to cancel all further dealings with this publication.
I feel my time, money and effort need be spent reading official Church
publications.

I hope DIALOGUE will sustain its boldness and independence as it functions
within the community of faith.

I like DIALOGUE, but with reservations because I am ambivalent about
intellectuals and intellectuality in the Church. On the other hand, I have
absolutely no reservations about the Ensign: I don't read it at all!

DIALOGUE always gives me some hope that freedom of the press may still
exist within the Church. You are the only "printed word" from Salt Lake City
I do read now. Keep up the good work.

I receive more sustenance from Sunstone and Exponent II; DIALOGUE is
intellectually appealing, but the others help me sort through my issues with the
Church better.

I have just received one issue of DIALOGUE. I prefer Sunstone. It's more
"radical," and more stimulating intellectually. From what I've heard and read
about your magazine, you seem to have mellowed out.
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DIALOGUE is, whether you like it or not, an institution. There are now a
number of other scholarly journals looking for pieces of the pie. DIALOGUE
should try to preserve its traditions of careful editing, and well-researched and
well-analyzed scholarship. The journal has age and experience and should try
to remain a standard for newer periodicals and younger writers. It should cer-
tainly try to stay in the vanguard, but there's no need to be trendy or get the
scoops. DIALOGUE should be a stabilizing force now. I don't see any problem
with trying to maintain the high standards set in previous issues, some of which
are classics.

PIALOGUE is becoming esoteric. It is catering to preppy Mormons especially
ERA-minded sisters who fail to realize that (the RLDS notwithstanding)
priesthood for women is irrevocably tied to second anointings and that to plural
marriage. Sisters who talk up "priestess" roles better understand they're talk-
ing The Principle, or shut up.

Preserve the best in DIALOGUE. Don't bow to the wild-eyed lunatic fringe.

For those of us who live far from any center of Mormon studies and can't
travel to every conference or symposium we would like to attend to keep abreast
of research, essays, book reviews, and notices become very important. My hus-
band and I have professional lives and contacts that provide word-of-mouth
news about our other interests; but when it comes to Mormon studies, we are
dependent on publications like DIALOGUE. Often the first word we have of a
book is through DIALOGUE. I realize it's easiest to make cuts in an overly long
issue by dropping a few book reviews, but please remember how important they
are for those of us who live "on the fringes."

It seems to me that the in-depth, historical research articles on some point
of doctrine are the strength of DIALOGUE. HOW did we get from point A to X,
Y or Z, as in Lester Bush's article on the blacks? Right now I would be inter-
ested in definitive articles on the Church and Zionism, the Church and the
conservation and ecological movements. As far as I know, the Ensign article
in the fall of 1972 was the only one ever published dealing with stewardship of
the earth. Is there another spokesperson besides Nibley? What, if any, have
been the changes in the Church regarding birth control? Where did we get the
notion of Jesus as the God of the Old Testament? What are the established
evidences today of the Book of Mormon? Archeological? Anthropological?

I look forward to each publication. I enjoy the variety of topics. It keeps
a "retired" mind open. I continue to add knowledge, insight, redefine my own
thinking. I learn much from the letters to the editor.

Î ver since I first dared open the covers of DIALOGUE and read the "dan-
gerous" words inside, I have been stimulated, nourished, and challenged.
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Hungry for more, I have read every back issue I could find and will continue
to subscribe and read as long as DIALOGUE continues to be informing, stimulat-
ing, and challenging.

The most important thing for me about DIALOGUE currently is its tone —
one of affirmation and confidence without being smug or thoughtless on the
one hand and carping and destructive on the other.

I'm eighty-seven years old and my eyesight is fading but I really enjoy
reading DIALOGUE. I don't always agree, but it keeps me thinking. It's stimu-
lating. You do a good job.

I think DIALOGUE fills a vital need for LDS intellectuals. I admire the
courage of its founders, some of whom I know, and those who have carried
on the journal. Around 1970 when I read the first (for me) DIALOGUE I recall
finding it spiritually abrasive and I ceased reading it for a time. Now, better
founded in the gospel, less naive, and probably more jaded, I still find it occa-
sionally abrasive, but I am excited when each new issue arrives. Quite frankly,
the Book of Mormon is occasionally abrasive spiritually as well. In summary,
I am very grateful for DIALOGUE and the new dimension it has given the
Church and I applaud those whose forthrightness and conviction have enabled
DIALOGUE to continue.
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